
APPENDIX A

1. Nuclear reactors capable of operation sa as to maintain a controlled self-sustaining fission
chain reaction, excluding zero energy reactors; the latter being defined as reactors with a
designed maximum rate of production of plutonium not exceeding 100 grams per year.

A "Nuclear reactor" basically includes the items within or attached directly ta the reactor
vessel, the equipment which controls the level of power in the core, and the companents which
normnally contain or came in direct contact with or contrai the primary coolant of the reactor
core.

It is nat intended ta exciude reactors which could reasonably be capable of modification ta
produce signîficantly mare than 100 grams af plutonium per year. Reactors designed for
sustained aperatians at significant power levels, regardless of their capacity for plutoniumn
production, are not considered as "zero energy reactars".

2. Reactor pressure vessels: Metal vessels, as complete units or as major shop-fabricated parts
therefore, which are especially designed or prepared ta contain the core of a nuclear reactar as
defined in paragraph 1 above and are capable of withstanding the operating pressure of the
primary coolant.

A top plate for a reactor pressure vessel is a major shap-fabricated part of apressure vessel.

3. Reactor internais (e.g. support columns and plates for the core and other vessel internais,
contrai rod guide tubes, thermal shields, baffles, core grid plates, diffuser plates, etc.).

4. Reactor fuel charging and discharging machines: Manipulative equipment especiallY
designed or prepared for inserting or remaving fuel ina nuclear reactoras defined in paragraph I
above capable of on-load operation or employing technically sophisticated pasitioning or
alignment features ta allow complex off-4oad fuelling operatians such as those in which direct
viewing of or access ta the fuel is not normally available.

5. Reactor cont roi rods: Rods especially designed or prepared for the contrai of the reactifl,
rate in a nuclear reactor as defined in paragraph i above.

This item includes, in addition ta the neutron absorbîng part, the support or suspensionl
structures therefor if supplied separateiy.

6. Reactor pressure tubes: Tubes which are especiaily designed or prepared ta contain fuel
elements and the primai-y coolant in a reactar as defined in paragraph 1 above at an operatin18
pressure ini excess of 50 atmaspheres.

7. Zirconifum tubes: Zirconium metal and allo>'s in the form of tubes Or assemblies of tubes,
and in quantities exoeeding 500 kg, especially designed or prepared for use in a reactor as defi»C<J
in paragraph 1 above, and ini which the relationship of hafnium ta zirconiumu is less than 1:500


